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ABSTRACT
A production experiment with reiterant speech aimed at assessing
the relation between prosodic structure of words and vowel duration
in Dutch. The vowels used in this experiment were [a�] and [i],
which are traditionally distinguished on the basis of quantity in the
conditions discussed here. It was found that the duration of a vowel
in the strong syllable of a foot exceeds that of the weak syllable(s)
in the same foot. Besides, in only three conditions are consistent
differences found between [a�] and [i]: in strong syllables of strong
and weak feet, and in strong  monosyllabic feet. The results
challenge the traditional division of Dutch vowels into ‘long’ and
‘short’. A common intrinsic duration assigned to all vowels in a
Text-to-Speech System for Dutch, only modulated by prosodic
position, yields a good temporal quality of the generated speech. 

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of the experiments to be described here was to assess the
relation between the prosodic structure of words in Dutch and
vowel duration. Conventionally, Dutch  monophthongs are grouped
into two classes, the lax vowels, which are short, and the tense
vowels, of which the [-high] vowels are long, while the [+high]
vowels are long only before [r] in the same foot (cf. Table 1) and
short otherwise [1]. The distribution of the [+high] tense vowels is
the same as that of the [-high] tense vowels: both can occur in open
syllables, whereas the occurrence of lax/short vowels is restricted to
closed syllables.

Table 1. Dutch  monophthongs (other than schwa, and marginal
vowels occurring in recent loans)

Lax (short) Tense (long or short)

, <

( o

$

L \ X

HØ 2Ø RØ

DØ

In the phonetic literature, a different classification is encountered:
long vowels ([HØ� 2Ø� RØ� DØ]), half long vowels ([L� \� X]) and short
vowels ([,� <� (� o� $]). Koopmans-van Beinum [4] showed the
following average durations of vowels in these three classes in the
condition isolated words: ‘long vowels’: 200 ms, ‘half long vowels’:
125 ms and ‘short vowels’: 105 ms. In the condition ‘stressed in
read speech’ the following  means were obtained: ‘long’: 130 ms,
‘half long’: 80 ms and ‘short’: 70 ms. The data in Koopmans-van
Beinum’s  investigation  were obtained  in  two  prosodic positions
[± lexical stress, crossed  with  five  speaking  styles. The  variable
[± lexical stress] is of particular significance, as it pools conditions
which may affect vowel durations. Vowels may not have the same
durations in the strong foot as in weak feet in the word, while in any

one foot, their duration may not be the same in the strong syllable
as in the weak syllables. If such conditions interact with vowel type,
as it is our impression they do, such pooling over conditions is
likely to give a misleading picture of the durational properties of
vowels in Dutch.

Accordingly, we decided to investigate the duration of the
vowel [a�], a vowel claimed to be long by all accounts, and [i],
claimed to be short except before [r] in the same foot or,
alternatively, half-long, in as many positions in word prosodic
structure as we were able to identify, and subsequently to construct
appropriate generalizations on the basis of the results. We left the
lax vowels out of this investigation because, first, their distribution
differs from that of tense [i, a�] which, unlike the lax vowels, can
appear without a coda consonant, and second, because there is
general consensus that they are short. Neither did we investigate the
effect of coda consonants.

2. DESIGN AND MATERIALS
The production experiment consisted of two parts: (I) an experiment
with reiterant speech, and (II) an experiment with lexical words of
the same prosodic structure as the reiterant words. The production
experiment with reiterant speech was carried out in order to exclude
confounding factors. Four native speakers of Dutch (three male and
one female, age 23-35) participated in both parts of the experiment.

The materials to be read in part (I) were printed on paper, one
page for each word prosodic type. Each page contained a few
examples of the word prosodic type to be imitated by means of
reiterant speech, like rododendron, kalimera in the case of ( x • )
( x • ), as well as a carrier sentence of the type Ik DOE (...) niet ‘I
DO (...) not’. DOE  had to be realized with a sentence accent, in
order to obtain unaccented reiterant imitations of the target words,
and the reiterant word was written on the position of (...). The
syllable with word stress was printed in bold, in order to facilitate
the realization of a correct rhythm. In order to facilitate the
realization of the words, it was decided to alternate the initial
consonants of the syllables. The reiterant words had the following
characteristics:

  a) They either contained the vowel [a�] or the vowel [i] in all
syllables;

  b) The syllables alternated in their initial consonants (/k/, /s/,
/m/); thus the following alternations were obtained: /k-s/, /s-k/,
/k-m/, /m-k/, /s-k/, /k-s/. An example for the word
rododendron: sakasaka, sikisiki, kasakasa, kisikisi,
kamakama, kimikimi, makamaka, mikimiki, masamasa,
misimisi, samasama, simisimi (12 versions).

Nine word prosodic types were distinguished which allowed us to
determine the effect of primary stress, secondary stress, serial
position (initial, non-peripheral and final syllable in foot, and ditto
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foot in word), as well as unfooted, word-initial position. 
Forty-eight, 12 (versions) x 4 (speakers), realizations were

obtained for each of the nine word prosodic types, depicted in table
2.

The durations of the segments of the reiterated words were
automatically determined on the basis of continuous density
HMM’s. To that end, we used a system developed by Philips
Research Labs and adapted for Dutch [5]. Input to the system are
the speech samples sampled at a rate of 10 kHz. Thirty-one cepstral
coefficients are extracted for every 5 ms, with a window length of
25 ms; the coefficients are obtained from an FFT analysis. The
system uses acoustic models (HMM’s) of the segments, a lexicon
and a database. The lexicon contains orthographic and phonemic
transcriptions of the words which make up the sentences, while the
database contains the exact phonemic representation of every
sentence to be segmented automatically. The continuous density
HMM’s model each segment as a sequence of three subphones
(onset, mid, offset) represented by four states each. The ASS-system
executes a forced recognition and the output contains all
timemarkers where a phoneme (or a pause) changes into another
phoneme (or pause). A comparison was made between manually
and automatically determined segment durations determined in the
utterances of a random subsample. Although larger individual
differences did occur, differences between average durations of
vowels in specific prosodic positions did not exceed 10 ms.  

3.  RESULTS 
3.1. Reiterant speech
3.1.1. Overall effects of vowel type, prosodic position and
speaker. Separate analyses of variance were carried out on the
vowel durations of the reiterant imitations of the nine word prosodic
types at issue. These analyses comprised three factors:

  a) prosodic position of the syllable (the number of levels of this
factor varied as a function of the number of syllables of a word
prosodic type);

  b) the speaker (4 levels) and 
  c) the vowel ([a�] and [i]).

The significance level adopted in these analyses was set at .05. 
The factor prosodic position was significant for all word

prosodic types, and the factor ‘vowel’ for all words but for two:
‘minimalisatie’ and ‘olifant’. The interaction between these factors
was significant for all words, which  means that the difference in
duration of [i] and [a�] was not the same in all prosodic positions
(see section 3.3 for a more detailed analysis of this interaction). The
factor ‘speaker’ was significant for six of the nine word prosodic
types involved; interactions between this factor and the factors
‘syllable’ and ‘vowel’ were present, but not consistent over all word
prosodic types. Significant interactions with the factor ‘speaker’
were never disordinal.
 
3.1.2. The effect of prosodic position on the duration of vowels
and syllables. In table 2 we present the durations of vowels and
consonants as a function of word prosodic type, vowel type and
prosodic position. Each mean is obtained by pooling over speakers
and consonants.

The results of the statistical test can be summarized as follows:

Table 2. Mean durations of vowels and consonants as a function of
word prosodic type and vowel type; each mean is obtained by
pooling over speakers and based on 24 observations. The duration
of the consonant - C - is the mean of all consonants (/k/, /s/, /m/) in
that specific position. ( x .. ) = strong syllable in a foot, ( .. • ) =
weak syllable in a foot,  • = unfooted syllable,  � = strong foot
(primary stress).

word prosodic type and prosodic position

ro do     DEN dron
( x  • )    �� ( x  • )

pa ci  fi   CA tie
( x • • )   �� ( x • )

O li      fan  ten
��( x • )   ( x • ) 

C 97   70   80   77 85   64   64   80   72 90   73   80   78 

[i]   77   66   78   64   68   56   61   77   63   81   67   75   61

C 93   66   83   72 87   62   63   78   74 93   69   80   73

[a��]   93   63   110   60   81   52   55  120   55   99   60   106   57

pa ra   DIJS
( x • )   ��( x )

mi ni  ma li   SA tie
( x • )  ( x • )   ��( x • ) 

pi   RAAT
•     ��( x )

C 94   76   90 84  70  68  68  84 74 88   100

[i]   73   65   92   72  57  64  54  78  67   73    94

C 90   71   89 87  66  70  68  80 67 84   90   76

[a��]   85   62   127   81 51  66  52 120  71   79   151

lo co mo  TIEF
( x • • )     ��( x )

O li     fant 
��( x • )  ( x )

pi    A  no
•     ��( x • )

C 87   66   69   85 85   74   77 76   91   85

[i]   69   57   61    90   82   66   69   69   86   70

C 92   64   67   82 92   71   80 72   84   80

[a��]   81  52   58   135   99   55   79   73   133   65

  a) The duration of the vowel in the syllable with word stress
exceeds that of the vowel in other foot-heads. The syllable
with word stress is longer than other syllables.

  b) The duration of a vowel in the strong syllable of a foot exceeds
that of  the  weak syllable(s)  in  the  same foot. However,  this

 tendency  was  not  observed  in  non-peripheral  weak  feet:
v3 = v4 in a word like minimaliSAtie (v = vowel).

  c) The duration of the appendix does not differ from that of a
weak syllable in a strong foot.

  d) In trisyllabic feet the duration of the vowel of the non-
peripheral weak syllable is equal to that of the peripheral one:
v2 = v3 in locomoTIEF, pacifiCAtie.

  e) The tendencies found for the vowel durations are similar to
those found for the durations of the syllables.

3.3. The difference in duration between [i] and [a��] as a function
of prosodic position
In section 3.1 we reported a significant interaction between
prosodic position and vowel type. This interaction means that the
difference in vowel duration between [i] and [a�] is a function of
prosodic position.
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Figure 2. Mean vowel and syllable durations as a function of vowel
([a�] vs [i]) and prosodic position: App = Appendix, Snper = a
non-peripheral syllable, Fw/Sw = Weak syllable in a weak foot,
Fs/Sw = Weak syllable in a strong foot, Fw/S = Monosyllabic weak
foot, Fw/Ss = Strong syllable in a weak foot, Fs/Ss = Strong
syllable in a strong foot, Fs/S = Monosyllabic (strong) foot.  

Separate one-way analyses of variance were carried out for the
data of the 4 speakers. The dependent variable was the durational
difference between [a�] and [i] in corresponding reiterant imitations
and in similar prosodic positions, for instance a2 vs i2 in
sa1ka2SA3ka4 and si1ki2SI3ki4. Each analysis contained the factor
‘prosodic position’, consisting of 8 levels:

    1   Appendix      5   Fw/S (monosyllabic)
    2   Non-peripheral syllable      6   Sw in Fs
    3   Sw in Fw      7   Ss in Fs
    4   Ss in Fw      8   Fs/S (monosyllabic)

In each analysis the factor 'prosodic position' was significant at the
1% level. We also determined the 95%-Confidence Intervals for
each mean of durational difference between [a�] and [i]. In table 3
we present the estimates of the differences; if the 95%-CI contains
zero, a 0 is noted in the corresponding cell.

In only three conditions consistent differences were found
between [a�] and [i]: in strong  syllables of strong and weak feet
(Fs/Ss and Fw/Ss), and in strong  monosyllabic feet (Fs/S). In the
Fw/S position provided a significant difference in the complete data
set, but in the reduced sets of the separate speakers only the 95%-CI
of speaker 1 did not contain zero.

3.4. Modelling vowel duration in speech synthesis
In most speech synthesizers, intrinsic vowel duration plays an
important role. The intrinsic duration of vowels has been the subject
of phonetic research for a long time. At first, it was primarily of
theoretical interest, later it became of more practical relevance,

Table 3. Estimated differences between the durations of [a�] and [i]
as a function of prosodic position and speaker. If the 95%-
Confidence Interval contains 0, the difference is estimated to be
zero. 

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 Speaker 4

Appendix         0           0        0        8

Nonper. S       -10       -7        0        0

Fw/Sw         0       -11        0        0

Fw/Ss        22       11       14       12

Fw/S        35         0        0        0

Fs/Sw         0      -19        0        0

Fs/Ss        29       37       48       17

Fs/S        35       48       39       59

 when segmental duration rules for speech synthesis were needed.
As van Santen [6] pointed out, the concept of intrinsic duration
presupposes that the order of vowel durations is invariant across
contexts. Neither Van Santen nor, earlier, Umeda [7] found
systematic evidence against this assumption.

Estimates of intrinsic durations are most often obtained by
pooling durations, either over segmental contexts, or over stress-
positions (unstressed, secondary stress, primary stress) or over both.

Another way of approaching the concept of intrinsic vowel
duration is one in which the duration of the vowel is taken in its
weakest prosodic position: a weak syllable in a weak foot (Fw/Sw).
As was established in section 3.3. As an estimate of the new
intrinsic duration, we took the mean duration of the two vowels,
rounded to 65 ms for both vowels. The averages obtained confirm
the assumption that the difference in duration between these two
vowels is neutraliszed in the positions other than the foot head.
Thus, we do not distinguish between different intrinsic values, but
build our duration model on the basis of one single anchor value. In
contrast to most other models, our additive model is thus only a
function of prosodic position (Appendix, weak/strong syllable,
weak/strong foot) and consonantal context.

The additive  model we implemented in our diphone Text-to-
Speech synthesizer KUNTTS  is quite simple, and can be described
as:

DUR(v) = I(v) + Pros(v) + Cons(v)

in which I(v) = Intrinsic duration
Pros(v) = effect of prosodic position
Cons(v) = effect of consonantal context

The implemented effects of prosodic position on the intrinsic
duration I(v) are given in table 4. Note that values shorter than the
intrinsic duration  I(v) are obtained in non-peripheral weak syllables
in a foot.

In order to assess to what extent the vowel durations of the
KUNTTS system correlate with the measured durations, two sets of
correlations were calculated. The first set contained the correlations
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Table 4. Increments and decrements of vowel durations in the
KUNTTS-system, as a function of prosodic position. Snper = non-
peripheral syllable in a foot.

Prosodic position [a��] [i]

     Fw/Ss, Fw/S +45 ms +15 ms

     Fs/Ss +55 ms +35 ms

     Fs/Sw +10 ms +10 ms

     Fs/S +75 ms +45 ms

     Appendix +15 ms + 15 ms

     Snper -5 ms -5 ms

between the means of the vowel durations of the reiterant
words(averaged over the four speakers) and the corresponding
means of the durations generated by KUNTTS for each of the nine
word prosodic types. We did not correlate the vowels of the
different tokens of each word prosodic type, as this would introduce
dependencies in the data. The second set comprised the correlations
between the vowel durations of three lexical words of each of the
nine word prosodic types, averaged over five speakers (the same
speakers who had realized the reiterant speech plus one extra
speaker), and the vowel durations generated by the synthesizer for
these words.

Table 5. Mean correlations between KUNTTS-generated vowels
and vowels spoken in reiterant and lexical words.

Correlation Mean
 correl.

Standard
dev.

Maximum Minimum

  Reiterant 0.93 0.5 0.99 0.84

  Lexical 0.83 0.8 0.90 0.70

Table 5 shows that the means of the correlations are quite high,
although we have to keep in mind that the separate correlation
coefficients are based on relatively small numbers of observations.
For instance, in the row ‘reiterant’ the correlation between the
vowel durations of the reiterant versions of rodoDENdron is based
on 8 pairs of vowel durations, viz. the 8 means of the measured [a�]
and [i] vowels and the corresponding synthesized vowel durations
(the word rododendron consists of 4 vowels). In both categories
‘reiterant’ and ‘lexical words’ all correlations were significant at the
5%-level.

In summary, we can say that the durations of the synthesized
vowels and the vowels realized by the human speakers match quite
well.

4. CONCLUSION
In the experiments reported here we intended to establish the effects
of prosodic structure on vowel duration in Dutch. The results, based
on reiterant imitations of nine word prosodic types covering all
possible prosodic structures of Dutch non-compounds, are quite
clear. As expected, vowels carrying lexical stress are longer than
vowels in other positions. However, lengthening of vowels in the
heads is not restricted to primary stress, but is observed in syllables
with secondary stress as well, i.e., is the result of ‘headedness’ in
the foot. Vowels in the heads of weak or strong feet are longer than
their counterparts in weak syllables. Thus, the traditional distinction
between ‘long’ and ‘short’ vowels in Dutch is challenged. In our
experiment only two vowels were used: [a�] and [i]; the former is
traditionally labelled ‘long’, and the latter ‘short’ or ‘half-long’ in
the conditions investigated here, depending on the research
tradition. The results of the production experiment showed,
however, that both vowels have the same duration, and that the
difference between the two only surfaces only in foot heads. This
result corroborates the constraints (and ranking) on syllable and
foot structure in Dutch proposed by Gussenhoven [2,3], in which
the long duration of ‘long vowels’ is derived from stress (‘Stress-to-
Weight Principle’).

Our findings gave rise to a change in the structure of the
duration rules implemented in NIROS, the Nijmegen synthesis
system. Up until now, a table with vowel dependent duration values
had served as the basis for vowel calculations. This table is no
longer used and has been replaced by vowel type-specific rules
accounting for lengthening and shortening, the types being ‘long’
and ‘short’ vowels. The rules only generate differences between
vowels of these two categories in headed positions. Validation of
these rules was carried out by comparing vowel durations in human
speech and synthesized speech; the correlations between them were
very satisfactory and - together with a good perceptual quality of the
generated speech - provided confirming evidence for the validity of
the prosodically-driven vowel duration rules discussed here.   
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